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Crystal Shrimp
Hook: 14-8 nymph
Thread: 8/0 Tan
Tail: Natural deer hair
Body: Olive crystal chenille
Shellback: Natural deer hair

Tying Instructions:





Tie in deer hair tail at bend of hook and then pull deer hair butts back and secure
back with several wraps of thread (butts will be used to form shellback.
Tie in crystal chenille and wrap it forward.
Pull deer hair butts forward over chenille, and secure with thread.
Trim, whip finish and head cement.
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Electric Angel
Hook: 14-8 nymph
Thread: 6/0 Black
Tail: Pheasant tail fibers
Body: Peacock or olive angel hair
Wingcase: Pheasant tail fibers

Tying Instructions:






Tie in pheasant tail fibers at bend of hook, pull butts back over tail and secure in
place with thread.
Cut about a 1 and a half inch clump of angel hair and spin it on to your thread and
wrap forward towards eye of hook. You may have to add 1 or 2 other clumps as
well.
Pull pheasant tail fibers forward over angel hair and secure in place at eye of
hook.
Trim, whip finish, and head cement.
Pull out angel hair with a bodkin to form legs, and then trim.
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Larva Lace Scud
Hook: 14 to 10 Scud/Shrimp
Thread: 8/0 Olive
Underbody: Shades of tan and olive dubbing
Overbody: Larva Lace, color to match
underbody
Legs: Dubbing from underbody, pulled out

Tying Instructions:







Tie in larva lace at bend of hook.
Spin dubbing on to thread and loosely wrap forward to eye of hook.
Use a bodkin to pull down the dubbing to form legs. Be careful not to pull on any
thread.
Wrap larva lace forward, leaving small gaps in-between wraps. Pull dubbing out
in-between wraps.
Secure larva lace at eye of hook with thread, and trim..
Whip finish and head cement.
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Pregnant Scud
Hook: 14 - 8 Heavy wire curved shrimp
Thread: 8/0 Olive
Body: Olive seal w/ bright red seal in middle
Shellback: Olive scud back
Rib: Olive thread

Tying Instructions:










Tie thread on to look, and leave tag end of thread hanging out back (It will be
used for ribbing)
Tie in olive scud back.
Dub olive seal on to tying thread and wrap it forward to just before middle of
hook shank.
Then dub a small amount of bright red seal on to thread and make 2 or 3 wraps.
Dub more olive dubbing on to thread and wrap to the eye of the hook.
Pull scud back over body and secure with thread.
Wrap tag end of thread tightly over body and scud back in even segments.
Secure tag end of thread with tying thread, trim, whip finish, and head cement.
Use a bodkin to pull out dubbing for legs, be careful not to pull on the thread
wraps.
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Scud
Hook: TMC 2457 14-8
Thread: 6/0 Olive
Body: Shades of olive or tan dubbing
Shellback: Scudback color to match body.
Rib: Silver Wire
Legs: Dubbing from body well picked out.

Tying Instructions:







Tie in shellback, and ribbing.
Make a dubbing loop and wrap dubbing along shank of hook.
Pull shellback forward over dubbing and tie it down with thread, and trim.
Wrap silver ribbing over shellback and ribbing.
Tie off the silver ribbing, trim, whip finish and head cement.
Using a bodkin pull out dubbing on the underside of the fly. Make sure not to pull
on the silver ribbing.
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Werner Shrimp
Hook: 12-8 Nymph
Thread: 8/0 Black or tan
Tail: Deer hair
Body: Olive seal
Shellback: Deer hair
Hackle: Brown saddle palmered

Tying Instructions:









Tie in deer hair tips as tail, tail should be short (about 1/4 or less of the body)
Tie in more deer hair for shellback, with tips extending back over tail.
Tie in 2 saddle hackles by their tips.
Dub olive seal on to thread and wrap forward to just before the eye of the hook.
Palmer saddle hackle over the seal fur and secure with thread.
Pull deer hair over top of seal and hackle and tie in at eye of hook.
Whip finish and head cement.
Trim any hackle that is sticking up or to the sides.

